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Abstract
We report ligand field molecular mechanics, density functional theory and semi-empirical studies on the binding of Cu(II) to GlyHisLys (GHK) peptide. Following exhaustive conformational searching using molecular mechanics, we show that relative energy and geometry of conformations are in good agreement between GFN2-xTB semi-empirical and B3LYP-D DFT levels. Conventional molecular dynamics simulation of Cu-GHK shows the stability of the copper-peptide binding over 100ps trajectory. Four equatorial bonds in 3N1O coordination remain stable throughout simulation, while a fifth in apical position from C-terminal carboxylate is more fluxional. We also show that the automated conformer and rotamer search algorithm CREST is able to correctly predict the metal binding position from a starting point consisting of separated peptide, copper and water.
Introduction
GHK is a tripeptide consisting of glycine, histidine, and lysine (Gly-His-Lys) amino acids (Figure 1). Found naturally in blood plasma, urine and saliva, it was first isolated by Pickart et al in 1973 and identified as a liver cellular growth factor. GHK has high binding affinity for copper and zinc cations, forming complexes whose function is believed to be mainly transport of Cu to cells. After the Cu-GHK complex was identified, it has been investigated in numerous in vivo and in vitro studies, which indicate its wide range of biological functions. The exchange dynamics and redox behavior of GHK-Cu are stable in biological system as reported experimentally, which makes it safe towards lipids and amino acids when copper is being transported to the cells.

Figure 1: GHK structure
The Cu-GHK complex plays significant positive roles in the body, promoting wound healing, acting as an anti-inflammatory agent, and promoting cell growth and stimulating skin cell regeneration. It also has been established that Cu-GHK has potential as an anticancer agent, and that it can repair damaged cells by accelerating DNA replication for cancer patients after radiation therapy. It also shows potency toward neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Prion disease by protecting neurons from amyloid-β(Aβ) aggregation through competitive chelation to copper instead, which in turn decreases neurotoxicity.

The well-documented chemical and physiological activity of Cu-GHK makes it interesting in its own right, while its relatively small size makes is a useful model for binding of metal ions to larger peptides. Hence, the structural and coordinating properties of Cu-GHK complex have been given much attention in recent years. Several experimental studies have probed the structure and behaviour of Cu-GHK in different conditions, including X-ray crystallography,
NMR, EPR, IR, electronic absorption and Raman spectroscopy, as well as calorimetry and titration\textsuperscript{4,6,12–14}. The structure obtained from X-ray studies shows the complex forms when Cu (II) chelates to the histidine side chain, glycine-α amino group and deprotonated nitrogen from the glycine-histidine peptide bond. Perkins et al\textsuperscript{6} reported Cu-GHK crystal structure in which three different peptides link one Cu ion through 3N2O coordination; three nitrogen atoms come from one peptide, while the other oxygens come from two separate peptides. Hureau et al\textsuperscript{15} reported a binuclear structure, with two copper atoms in solid state, resulting in pentacoordinated, distorted square pyramid around Cu, with 3N1O in equatorial positions and a further oxygen occupying the apical position, in which Cu binds to three N-atoms from the same GHK, while two O atoms come from lysine of neighbouring tripeptide.

In contrast, in solution the complex forms a mononuclear structure, indicating rupture of dimeric structure that is present in solid state. Hence, it is possible that the equatorial oxygen position, provided by carboxylate group of neighbouring lysine in the crystal, is displaced by solvent molecule in liquid state. The source of this fourth oxygen-copper bond is provided from water (solvent) or carboxyl groups of lysine from neighbouring GHK\textsuperscript{5–7,15}. All studies indicate distorted square pyramidal geometry around Cu, in which four ligands are equatorial with distance about 2.0 Å, with the remaining apical ligand slightly farther from copper at around 2.5 Å.

Hureau et al also studied reactive oxygen species (ROS) production from Cu-GHK peptide using cyclic voltammetry, fluorescence, and EPR measurements\textsuperscript{15}. This showed the difficulty for the complex to be reduced by ascorbate, indicating redox silencing of Cu(II) when bound to GHK peptide. However, another study by Guilloreau et al\textsuperscript{16} suggested that Cu-GHK catalyses formation of reactive species such as the hydroxyl radical, HO·.

Even with all this experimental data, there are challenges to determining the structure and conformation of Cu-GHK due to flexibility and multiple potential metal binding sites. Electronic structure calculations can provide complementary information to experiments, and are an effective means for analysis of compounds containing transition metal ions,\textsuperscript{17} and metal-biomolecule interactions\textsuperscript{18}. However, modelling flexible peptides when bound to metal ions is challenging. Accurate quantum mechanical methods are computationally expensive, even for those methods that are relatively efficient such as density functional theory (DFT). Molecular mechanics (MM) is applicable for many problems in biochemistry for exploring
conformational space\textsuperscript{19–24}, but is not well suited for treatment of d-orbital effects in transition metals\textsuperscript{25–28}.

Combined QM/MM is effective for modelling metals in biomolecules\textsuperscript{29–37}, but the inclusion of QM methods can still compromise the computing expense. Therefore, alternative methods that reduce computational time with reliable accuracy are attractive. Ligand field molecular mechanics (LFMM) was introduced by Deeth and co-workers, including explicit d-electron energy terms for transition metals to the standard MM expression\textsuperscript{38,39}. This has previously been used to study small\textsuperscript{40,41} and large metal-biomolecular systems such as metalloproteins\textsuperscript{42,43}, including a range of transition metals such as Cu and Pt\textsuperscript{44–49}. Recently, our group showed that LFMM is suitable for predicting geometries and exploring the conformational space of transition-metals such as Cu(II) and Pt(II) when bound to amyloid-β peptide, although we found this method fails to reproduce DFT energy\textsuperscript{44}.

Semiempirical methods recently developed by Grimme, termed GFN2-xTB\textsuperscript{50,51} have been proposed for calculating molecular geometries, vibrational frequencies, and non-covalent interaction energies. They have been shown to sample geometries in much shorter time than DFT with high accuracy, are applicable to heavy elements up to radon (Z=86), and are tested in literature on large metal-complex system\textsuperscript{52–55}. This high performance makes it potentially suitable for our systems of interest, i.e. metal-peptide complexes.

In this work, we test LFMM and GFN2-xTB approaches for describing metal coordination to GHK, using DFT methods as a benchmark, then apply these to examine the dynamical behaviour of GHK-Cu using molecular dynamics (MD).

**Computational Method**

The Cu(II)-GHK system was set up in MOE as follows. The sequence, Gly-His-Lys was constructed in extended geometry with all peptide bonds in trans- orientation. Cu(II) was coordinated to the neutral N-terminus of Gly, deprotonated N of Gly-His peptide bond, and either Ne/NĐ of the His imidazole ring, and to O of a single water molecule in equatorial position to form distorted square planar geometry, as reported by Hureau and co-workers\textsuperscript{15}. The overall charge on the complex is +1, arising from +2 on Cu and +1 from protonated Lys balanced against deprotonated peptide N and carboxylate C-terminus. Low mode MD and stochastic\textsuperscript{56,57} conformational exploring were organized through MOE, using LFMM for Cu
and coordinated atoms, and AMBER94\textsuperscript{58} force parameter for the remainder of the peptide. Parameters for Cu-N$_{\text{his}}$ and Cu-N$_{\text{amine}}$ were reported previously,\textsuperscript{59} while parameters for Cu—OH$_2$ and Cu—N$_{\text{pept}}$ were estimated by analogy with chemically similar species, the former using peptide backbone O as a guide, the latter using N$_{\text{His}}$. Ligand field molecular mechanics (LFMM)\textsuperscript{39} calculations were carried out by the DommiMOE extension to the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)\textsuperscript{60}. Two distinct conformational searching methods were used to provide more data for benchmarking: both include geometry optimisation, such that all MM geometries and energies are, by definition, are at local minima.

Conformers generated from LFMM were used for DFT single-point calculations and geometry optimization. B3LYP-D2\textsuperscript{10,11} with def2-SVP\textsuperscript{12,13} basis set was extensively used, since this was also used as a benchmark in previous work,\textsuperscript{59} though for comparison we also examined the performance of B3LYP-D3, PBE\textsuperscript{65,66}, PBE0\textsuperscript{67,68} also with D3\textsuperscript{69} as well as M06-2x\textsuperscript{70} and ωB97xD\textsuperscript{71}. DFT calculations used the polarizable continuum model (PCM) and the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM). Geometry optimization using semiempirical GFN2-xTB methods employed a generalized Born-surface area (GB-SA) model of aqueous solvent. DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian09\textsuperscript{72} and ORCA\textsuperscript{73} software. Semi-empirical calculations were performed via the XTB program\textsuperscript{74}. Visual molecular dynamics (VMD)\textsuperscript{75} program was used for trajectory analysis.

Further conformational searches were done by conformer-rotamer ensemble sampling tool (CREST)\textsuperscript{53,76} approach, within the xtb suite of programs, that conjugates metadynamics sampling (MTD), and genetic z-matrix crossing (GC)\textsuperscript{77}. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using xtb within the NVT ensemble with timestep of 4.0 fs, facilitated by all bond lengths being restrained using the SHAKE algorithm and fictitious hydrogen mass of 4 amu, at 310 K.

**Result and discussion**

The result of conformational search shows that while coordination of Nε and Nδ of His imidazole ring to Cu are both possible, Nδ is markedly more favorable, resulting in an approximate square pyramidal geometry, and lower energy values by (640 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1} from LFMM/AMBER estimation) compared to Nε. The latter gives unfavorable 7-membered metallocycles, leading to the imidazole N-donor being located in axial position to copper, shown in figure 2, leading us to choose Nδ binding for subsequent calculations.
Low mode search finished with only three conformers, as shown in figure 3: each of these had \textit{cis}- orientation of peptide, indicating that this changes during the conformational search. Superposition of conformations indicates that metal coordination remains constant, and flexibility is only found in the side-chain of Lys. For two conformations, the peptide was manually changed back to \textit{trans}- and LFMMM optimised, but for the third conformer the rotation could not be achieved due to constraints of metal coordination, leading to a total of five conformers, named as cis1, cis2, cis3, trans1, and trans3. This small number of conformations generated from low mode search is due to limited flexibility of such a small peptide linked to copper. Applying the same search for the copper-free GHK peptide produced 118 conformers, clearly demonstrating the reduction in conformational flexibility on copper binding. Stochastic conformational search found 7 conformers of Cu-GHK with mutual RMSD of at least 0.5 Å, all with \textit{trans}- orientation of peptides.
Despite the accuracy of DFT calculations, this method needs large computational expense for molecules of the size of metal-tripeptide. We therefore sought faster methods with acceptable accuracy for this system, and identified the, semi-empirical GFN2-xTB as a likely candidate for study of GHK-Cu complexes. However, it is important to test the results it provides. So, B3LYP-D2 and GFN2-xTB single point calculation was applied to the five conformer geometries obtained from Low Mode search, and relative energies compared. The resulting energies show correlation (R²=0.73). After geometry optimization, the correlation between DFT and GFN2-xTB relative energy becomes stronger (R²=0.89), as shown in Figure 4, despite taking no more than 2 minutes per conformation for GFN2-xTB. Also, GFN2-xTB and DFT exhibit similar trends as we move through the conformers labelled 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 which corresponding to cis1,cis2, cis3,trans1, and trans3 using B3LYP-D2 optimised geometries, including multiple functionals, i.e. B3LYP-D3, PBE, PBE0, M06-2x and ωB97xD. The result shows those functionals are in general agreement with B3LYP-D2 and GFN2-xTB energy, as shown in figure 5. We also note that D2 and D3 dispersion corrections are in good agreement here, presumably due to the relatively small size of the Cu-GHK system.

In addition, GFN2-xTB geometries are in good agreement with those obtained from DFT geometry optimisation. RMSD values between GFN2-XTB and DFT optimised geometry are in the range 0.3 to 1.1 Å (cis1, 2, 3 = 0.31, 0.35, 0.49 Å; trans1 and 3 = 1.06, 0.70 Å). Furthermore, DFT/B3LYP-D2 single point calculation performed on seven conformers obtained from stochastic search at GFN2-xTB optimized geometry show good agreement between relative energies (R²=0.64). Therefore, we conclude that GFN2-xTB reproduces DFT energies and geometries, but with much reduced calculation time.

**Figure 4:** Relative energy of low mode conformers from B3LYP-D2 and GFN2-xTB
Figure 5: Relative energy for low mode conformers obtained by different methods as single point energy calculations at B3LYP-D2 optimised geometry. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 correspond to cis1,cis2, cis3,trans1,and trans3.

It is notable that most methods considered predict the cis1 conformation to have lowest energy. Closer inspection shows that cis1 has three hydrogen bonds compared to just two for trans1. For cis1, -NH$_3^+$ of Lys side chain interacts with peptide carbonyl from the same amino acid carboxylate and also to C-terminal carboxylate, while the third hydrogen bond forms between N-terminal -NH$_2$ of Gly and Lys carboxylate group. In trans1, the same interactions to carboxylate are present but the interaction with peptide carbonyl is lost (Figure S1, which may be origin of the stability of the cis- form.

The speed and accuracy of the GFN2-XTB method lends itself to dynamical simulations, so we first carried out conventional MD simulations at 310 K from low energy cis1 and trans1 conformations using GFN2-xTB. RMSD relative to starting point over a 100 ps trajectory is shown in Figure 6. Energy and temperature conservation over this timescale is shown in Supporting Information (Figure S4). This shows these geometries are stable over the simulation.
timescale, typically remaining around 0.3 Å, although occasional increases to ca. 1 Å are observed in each case. Closer inspection shows that these increases do not involve the Cu-coordination sphere, but rather are due to changes in the orientation of the Lys side chain only.

Table 1 shows the small average RMSD values and standard deviation for both trajectories. For comparison, equivalent MD simulations of the metal-free peptide were also performed (plot not shown), which show very similar RMSD statistics over this timescale.

![Figure 6](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 6**: RMSD (Å) over 100 ps MD simulation for cis and trans Cu-GHK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cu-trans</strong></td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free-trans</strong></td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cu-cis</strong></td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free-cis</strong></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Selected bond distances corresponding to the first coordination sphere of copper, as labelled in Figure 7, were analysed and summarized in Table 2. This showed only small deviations for
most bonds identified: only apical Cu—O coordination from carboxylate of Lys is found to deviate significantly from the starting value, reaching values as large as 3.72 Å, with standard deviation twice as large as found for other bonds. All four equatorial bonds to Cu are more stable, with averages close to 2.0 Å and small standard deviations, although distances as long as 2.6 Å are observed in specific frames. Taken together, this data suggests that copper binding to the peptide remains stable over the timescale of 100 ps.

**Figure 7**: Numbering of Cu-ligand atoms (remaining atoms omitted for clarity)
Table 2: bond distance trajectory analysis (Å)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cis1</th>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Cu-OH$_2$)</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Cu-N$_{His}$)</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Cu-N$_{pept}$)</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Cu-N$_{NH2}$)</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (Cu-O$_{COO}$)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trans1</th>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the success of the GFN2-xTB approach, we explored whether this method could identify the known binding mode of Cu(II) to GHK, using the associated conformer–rotamer ensemble sampling tool (CREST). Initial input consisted of three separated fragments in one file, namely N-deprotonated GHK, Cu and H$_2$O, with conformational search used for non-covalent mode to prevent dissociation. The most stable conformer generated, shown in Figure 8, is almost identical to trans optimized geometry that identified from LFMM conformational search followed by GFN2-XTB (RMSD= 0.335Å). This shows that that GFN2-XTB coupled with the high efficiency of sampling in the CREST approach could be a valuable means for predicting optimal binding mode for metals. However, we note that for this method to succeed it is necessary for the correct protonation state of the peptide to be specified in advance, which may limit application of this approach if this is not known a priori.
Figure 8: Most stable conformer CREST conformational search

Conclusions

Cu-GHK is used as a model to evaluate the semi-empirical tight binding method performance termed as GFN2-xTB, which can be then applied on larger metal-peptide systems such as amyloid-β. The main purpose of this paper is to study the ability of this approach in predicting the geometry an energy of Cu-GHK conformations. We find that it is able to reproduce the lowest energy conformer and its geometry, as well as the relative energies of higher energy conformers, when compared to DFT data. In addition, the same method coupled with efficient metadynamics sampling tool CREST correctly predicted the binding site of Cu to GHK. The efficiency of the GFN2-xTB method allowed MD simulation of Cu-GHK, indicating that all four equatorial bonds remain stable over 100 ps in two different conformations, while the apical bond to C-terminal carboxylate is more variable.
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